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lns'Labor lnvestments and the Demond for Lobor

ers/ so firms that heavily use part-time workers would face the greatest cost in_creasesT other things equal' Second, mandated health insurance would raise thequasi-fixed costs of hiring workers relative to employing fewer workers to, tongerhours, thusincreasing the costs of hiring part-time workers relative to full-time em-ployees. Indeed, a recent study estimat6d tnat."q"irirlg?ir-rio piorriae hearth in_r"r11:" to their employees would cause a sizable riuction iri ttre demand forpart-time workers.l3 (similarly, reductions in employment relative to hours can beexpected to result when firing workers becomes more costry; see Example 5.2.)

The models of the demand for labor given in Chapters 3 and 4 were static in the sensethat they considered only current mirginal prodlctivities and currenlabor costs. Ifall of a firm's labor costs are variable e-ach yeaa then it *ill 
"tt 

pioy labor each periodto the point at which labor's marginar,"rlr,rr" product eq.rals the wage. once webegin to consider hiring and trainiig costs, howeveq, the anaiysis changes somewhat.Hiring and training costs are usually heavily concentratld in theinitial p".loa,
of employment and do not recur. Laterbn, ho#ever, these early investments in hir_ing and training raise the productivity of employees. once ihe investments aremade, it is cheaper for the firm to contiiueusing its current workers than to hire, atthe same wage rate, new ones (who would haie to be trained). Likewise, with aninvestment required for ar new workers, employers have to consider not'only cur_rent marginal productivity and labor cost but also future margrnal produciivity
and labor costs in deciding whether (and how many) to hire. In short, the presenceof investment costs-hiring and training expenses-means that hiring decisions
must take into account past, present, urrd frtur" factors.

To illustrate the hiring decision in the face of labor-investment costs, let us con-sider a firm that is seeking to determine its employment level over a two-period
honzon. To keep the discussion simple, we shall ig.,o." employee,benefit costsand the decision about how many hburs employee-s will work;'ail workers em-ployedin a period will be assumed to work ro. tne entire perioJ. we shall also as_sume that the firm is in a competitive product market and therefore takes itsproduct price as given. Finally, firms thaiinvest in their workers do so in the ini-tial period (period 0) and reap their returns in the final period (pJ;Ji;

we will assume, with reJerence to Figure s.2, thatin ihe absence of training the
firl'3 mTginal product of labor sched"ule is Mpn.If the firm decides to invest in
training. during period.0, l:y"yg" the marginal product of labor schedule during
this period is reduced to Mps.After trainin! (that ir, in period 1), the schedule oflabor's marginal product rises to Mp1, whei Mp, exceeds both Mp() and Mp*.14

l3Mark Montgomery and James Cosgrove, "The Effect of Employee Benefits on the Demand forPart-Time\ffor1<erc," Industriar and Labor Rerations Reoiew 47, no. 1(october 1993): g7_9g.taln the remainder of this chapter, the subscript z is omitted from the algebraic representation oflabor's marginal product'The subscripts used desitnate rime period; the L is omitted to avoid clutter.



EXAMPLE 5.2

Unjust Dismissal Policies
ln most European nations, workers have some pro-
tection against "unjust dismissalsJ' Typically the legis-

lation mandates the use of labor courts or industrial

tribunals to resolve disputes, and while reinstate'

ment of unjustly dismissed workers is rare, often sev-

erance pay is required. ln contrast, the doctrine of
employment-at-will, under which employers (and em-

ployees) have the right to terminate the employment

relationship at any time, for any reason, has histori-
cally prevailed in the United States. Those not subiect

to this doctrine in the United States have included

unionized workers with contracc provisions Sovern-
ing discharges, tenured teachers, and workers under

some civil service systems.

Recently, however, a number of state courts have

adopted exceptions to this doctrine based on public

policy or the existence of implicit contracts.The for-
mer exceptions prevent an employee from being dis-

charged for an action that is consistent with public

policy (e.g., reporting an employer for failing to pay

the minimum wage), while the latter Prevent dis-

charges "without cause" if an employer's oral state-

ments, established past practices, or statements in a

personnel manual implicitly promise such protection.

ln one state, Montana, legislation has been passed re-

quiring employers to have a "just reason" to fire a

worker.
Relaxation of the employment-at-will doctrine

effectively increases the costs of both terminating
and hiring workers (the latter occurs because em-

ployers are lil<ely to respond by expending more
resources to screen out undesirable iob appli-

cants). Economic theory suggests that these in-

creased hiring and firing costs provide firms with an

incentive to reduce employment and substitute ad-

ditional hours per worker; firms will also respond

to fluctuations in demand by varying hou-:
than employment.

Do such predicted adjustments actual r :

One study of European countries found thai -

other factors constant, more stringent sevei:.-1:3

requirements were associated with lower :
ment levels. A U.S. study found that states :-,ai

adopted exceptions to the employment-at-a
trine had lower levels of employment, othe- -

held constant, than other states. Finally, a rr ':
found that fluctuations in demand were -::
through hours adjustments and less th::-gr
ployment adjustments after the relaxat:" fit1

employment-at-will doctrine in the Un:te:

These unintended side effects of unjust dis-
cies must be weighed against the Prote.::lrn
provide for workers.

Souncrs: Ronald Ehrenberg,"Workers R r-=
Rethinking Protective Labor Legislation. -

Rethinking Employment Policy, ed. Lee Bawc:- amild

Felicity Skidmore (Washington, D.C.: Urba-

lnstitute, I 989); Edward Lazear,"Job Secu-:,
Provisions and Employmenti' Quorterly lc--r,u illfl

Economics (August I 990): 69 6-726; James'dl
Dertouzos and Lynn A. Karoly,"Employr.e-:
of Worker Protection: Evidence from ti'e *
States," in Employment Security ond Lobo' 

"',rtrruuml

Behovior, ed. Christoph F. Buechtermann :
ILR Press, 1993); Alan B. Krueger,"The E":,

Unlust Dismissal Legislation in the Unite: :
lndustrial and Labor Relotions Review 44 rl-'r
644-660; Daniel Hamermesh, "Employo3'i
Protection: Theoretical lmplications anc i
Evidence," in Employment Security ond L::,:
Behovior, ed. Christoph F. Buechtermanr
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We will also assume that the direct outlays on training the firm -" - -
make during period 0 are Z per worker in real terms (dollar costs di',- - .
uct price). Further, it will be assumed that the real wage it pays durir. -

period is We and that the Posttraining wage is Wt; for now we take :l- =*"ilrfilmilffiffi

given, although we shall shortly examine how they are determine.:.
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: -rRE 5.2
: .i Training on Marginal
-! Schedules

Marginal
Product of

Labor (MP)

MP1(after training)

:C N CEPT OF PRESENT VALUE

In determining its optimal employment level over the two periods, the firm clearly
must consider the costs of employing workers in both periods and their marginal
products in both periods. A naiae approach would be to simply add up the costs
(Wo + W1 I Z), add up the marginal products (MPo + MP), and then stop hiring
when the sum of the marginal products that the last worker produces over the two
periods is just equal to the sum of his or her real wages and training costs. This ap-
proach is naive because it ignores the fact that revenues accruing in the future are
worth less to the firm than an equal level of revenues that accrue now. Similarly,
costs that occur in the future are less burdensome to the firm than equal dollar
costs that occur in the present.

Why should this be the case? The answer hinges on the role of interest rates. A
dollar of revenue earned by a firm today can be invested at some market rate of in-
terest so that by the next period it will be worth more than a dollar. Hence, faced
with a choice of employing a worker whose marginal product is 5 in period 0 and
2 in period 1, or a worker whose marginal product is 2 in period 0 and 5 in period
1, the firm would prefer the former (if wages for the two workers were equal in
each period). The sooner the product is produced and sold, the more quickly the
firm can gain access to the funds, invest them, and earn interest.ls Similarly, faced
with the option of paying $100 today or $100 next period, the firm should prefer
the second option. It could invest and earn interest on the $100 now, make the pay-
ment in the next period, and have the interest left over. If the firm makes the pay-
ment now, it cannot earn interest income on the $100.

These examples illustrate why firms prefer benefit streams in which the bene-
fits occur as early as possible and cost streams in which the costs occur as late as
possible. But how do we compare different benefit and cost streams when bene-
fits and costs occur in more than one period? Economists rely on the concept of

15tJ(/e are assuming here, ofcourse, that the price the firm receives for its product is constant and that
the rate ofinterest is positive.

MPr (absence of training)

MPu (during training)

Employment Level

dlr
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present aalue,which we define to be the value now of an entire stream of future
benefits or costs.

Suppose a firm receives the sum of $80 in the current period and will receive
nothing in the next period. How much money could it have in the next period if it
invested $Bo at a rate of interest that equals r? It would have its original sum, B,"

plus the interest it earned, rBo:

Bt : Bo -r 186: Bo(1 + r) (5.2t

Since assets of B, can be automatically acquired by investing Bo at the market rate
of interest, Bonow and Brnext period are equiaalent aalues. That is, a person who is ot:
fered 86 now or B, in one year would regard the offers as exactly the same as long:

as B' : BaQ + r).
Following this line of reasoning, suppose that the firm knows it will receive B,

in the next period. What is the current value of that sum? Receiving 81 in one year
is equivalent to receiving a smaller amount (call it X) noro and investing it so that
it equals B, in a year. That is, the firm would need to have amount X now in order
to invest it and wind up with principal plus interest equal to Br in the next period:

:::,;

Dividing both sides by (1 + r):

X(7+r):Bt

u- Bt

7Ir
The quantity X in equation (5.4) is called the discounted aabLe of Bt earned one pe-

riod in the future.
The present ualue of the firm's earnings over two periods is equal to its earning:

in the initial period plus the discounted value of its earnings in the next period.'"
Returning to our two-period hiring decision example given at the start of this sec-

tion, the present aalue of marginal productivity (PVP) can now be seen as

PvP : MPo + YlL (5 r7-fr
That is, the value now of a worker's marginal productivity over two periods is tht
marginal productivity in the current period (MPo; plqt the marginal productir-ifi'
in the next period discounted by (1 + r). Likewise, the present value of the real ma:-
ginal expense of labor (PVE) is equal to

PVE:W.+Z+ lL (J.:,1*r
where r is the market rate of interest. Wo and Z are not discounted because thet- a:e

incurred in the current period. However, ft is discounted by (1 + r; because i: rc

incurred one year in the future.

(5.1

"'iilll_:' , i r-t ^i _ i __ -iI _

I6Earnings in the initial period are not discounted because they are received nou,not in the futu:.
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The present-value calcuiation reduces a stream of benefits or costs to a single
number that summarizes a firm's entire stream of revenues or liabilities over dif-
ferent time periods. For example, the PVE can be thought of as the answer to the
question, "Given that a firm incurs costs per worker of Wo + Z this period and W1

next period, how much does it have to set aside today to be able to cover both pe-
riods' costs?" Tlne PVE is less than Wo + Z * ft because W1 is not owed until the
latter period and any funds set aside to cover W, can be invested now. If the firm
sets aside W1/Q + r) to cover its labor cost in the next period and invests
this amount earning a rate of return r, the interest,rlWrf (1 * r)1, plus principal,
Wr/(t + r), available in the next period will just equal ft.

Similarly, the PVP can be thought of as the answer to the question, "Civen that
a worker's marginal product will be MP6 in this period and MP, next period, what
is the value of that output stream to the employer today?" The PVP is less than
MP, + MP, because if the firm were to attempt to borrow against the employee's
future marginal product, it could borrow at mostMPl /0 + r) today and still afford
to repay this principal plus the interest, rlMPrlQ * r)1, out of earnings in the next
period.17

MULTIPERIOD DEMAND FOR LABOR

The concept of present value can help clarify what determines the labor demand
function in our two-period model. Rather than focusing on the marginal product
of labor schedule for each period separately, the firm must consider them jointly
by summarizing their present values. Thus, the present value of schedules MPs

andMPlin Figure 5.3 is shown as curve PVP. Similarly, rather than focusing on the
hiring and training costs and the wage rates in each period separately, an em-

ployer must consid er the present aalue of the marginal cost of labor (PVE) . To max-
imize its present value of profits, a firm should employ labor up until the point
that adding an additional employee yields as much as it costs (when both yields
and costs are stated as present values). That is, the profit-maximizing condition in
our two-period example is

PVP : PVE, or (5.7a)

tt More generally, if the firm expects to receive benefits of Bo, B t, Bt, . . . , B" dollars over the current
and next z periods, and if it faces the same interest rate, r, in each period, its present value of benefits

(PZB) is given by

rvB B +-u?r.,, ?t+ +n8,.,

An analogous expression exists for the present value of costs. The reader should make sure that he

or she understands why the denominator of B, is (1 + r)'z, the denominator of 83 is (1 + r)3, etc. If one

thinks in terms of a series of one-period loans or investments, it should become obvious. For example,

XoinvestedforoneperiodyieldsX6(1 -F r) attheendof theperiod.LetuscallXu(1 -f r) - X1. NowX6
invested for two periods is equal to its value after one period (X1) multiplied by (1 + r)- or

X2 - Xr(I -F r). But X, : &(1 I r), so Xr: Xs(7 + /)2.To find the present value of X, we divide by
(7 + r)2, so Xo - XrlQ + r)2.

t55
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MP, - WI
MPo*T;:Wo-L- I-r

Given the particular values of W0, Wr, Z, and r that are sPecified in Figure 5.3, proi-

its are maximized at employment level E*.

Now, equation (5.7b) merely states the familiar profit-maximizing condition"

that marginal returns should equal marginal costs, in a multiperiod context' If Z

were ze;, for example, equation (5.7b) implies that profits could be maximizal

when labor is hired so thtt MP' : Wo and MPtIQ + r) : wtl\ + r), or, since

1 * r is the denominator on both sides of the equation, MPt : w1. Thus, whm,

there are no hiring or training costs (Z : 0), the conditions demonstrated in Chap'

ter 3 are sufficienl to guarantee profit maximization in the multiperiod conterh

However, when Z is positive, which means that firms make initial investments im

their workers, the conditions for maximizing profits change'

To understand the change in profit-maximizing conditions suggested by equ"r

tion (5.7b), suppose that inihe inltial period the real wage an additional worker re'

ceives (Wo) plus the firm's direct investment outlays (Z) exceed the worker

output (MPoi. We can call this difference t]ne net expense to the firm of hiring an a'

(5.;b
lA

"' ; I r"r'hr

ditional worker in the initial period (NEo):

l{Eo:Wo+Z-MPo>0 (

In order for the firm to maximize the present value of its profit stream, it must t

get a net surplus in the subsequent period. If it does not, the firm will not have

incentive to hire the additional worker.
The discounted value of the subsequent period's surplus (G) is defined as:

- MP, wt MP) - Wl

"-1+r 7-rr I-lr

as the curve representing thepresent uqlue of labor's marginal product over the

ods of hire. ThLs, the firm maximizes profits when the present value of its ma

labor expense equals the ,present value of labor's marginal product. Second

tr
lg:i
pe
sJi
-: rgt

h",r

lMi fi

From equations (5.7b), (5.8), and (5.9), we see that, if the firm is to maximize pt

its, labor must be hired until the discounted value of the subsequent-period s

plus equals the net expense (NEo) in the initial period:

wo+z-Ml'o:MPl-w1 (5
1-lr

A subsequent-period surplus can exist only if real wages in that period (w-r

below mirginai product (t4er1. This surplus makes up for the,fact that the

ployer,s libor costs in the initial period (Wo + Z) were above the worker's

ginal product (MPo)." to tnis point we have established two things. First, equation (5.7b) has s

that in a m.,ltiperiod model of labor demand, the firm's demand curve is the
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FIGURE 5.3
t,\-,:!iperiod Demand
nr Ltbor

Marginal Product ofLabor (MP)
Present Value of Marginal Product of Labor (PZp)
Present Value of Real Marginal Expense of Labor (pVE)

MP,
PVP = Mpo+ t+f

MP1@fter training)

MP* (absence of rraining)

MPo (during rraining)

0E*
Employment Level

demonstrated in equation (5.10) that maximizing profits when the firm's labor costs
in the initial period exceed the worker's initial-period marginal product requires
real wages in the subsequent period to be below marginal product in the subsequent
period (so that a surplus is generated). The only times when a subsequent-period
surplus is not necessary to induce the hiring of an additionAl employee are when in-
vestment costs (Z) are zero in the initial period or when ir\.vestment costs of Z exist
but the initial-period real wage is decreased to such an extent that it equals
MPo - Z. (In the latter case, employees pay for their own training by accepting a
wage in the initial period that is decreased by the direct costs of training.)

i@,/STMIN TS ON MU LT I P ERI O D WAGE OFFERS

In the single-period model of labor demand introduced in Chapter 3, a firm in a
competitive labor market takes the market wage as given and adjusts its hiring of
labor so that labor's marginal product is equal to it. our discussion above, how-
ever, implies that a profit-maximizing firm employing its workers for more than
one period has some choice about its wage stream over these periods; it can pay
more than marginal product in some periods and less in others. While such choice
potentially does exist, it is constrained by the need to make a multiperiod ,,pack-

age" of wage offers that is competitive with the offers being made by other em-
ployers in the market. ]ust as the concept of present value was useful in expressing

-J-fi*-b*
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TABLE 5.3
Alternatiae Two-Period wage streams Thqt Haue Equal present values lrsing
a 6 Percent Discount Rate

Alternative wo wl PresentValue

62

43

A

.B

c

D

E

$ r28

t00

8t

$70

t00

t20

$ 194

t94

t94

t40

t60

t94

t94

than paying the market wage in each period? If the firm wants to offer a wage
stream that departs from paying w* in both periods, it must offer a stream whose
present value is aboae that of a stream paying w* in each period. In terms of
Table 5.3, if firm X, in the absence of a formal contract, wants io puy wages below
$10o in the first period, it must alter alternatives C, D, or E by increisinglitner wo
or W' so that the present value of its offer rises above g19a. bnly by sJdoirlg can
firm X induce at least some workers to take the risk that the firrnwiil renege Jn its
promises and fire them in the second period.

How, then, can a firm offering multiperiod employment afford to pay its work-
ers a wage stream whose present value is above the market? One way isto train its
workers so that their marginal product is increased beyond that of untrained
workers. The other, which is useful when workers differ intheir abilitieT.is to care-
fully select applicants so that only the best are hired. We therefore turfl our atten-
tion to training and hiring investments to see just how it is that firms can profit
from them.""'il'*iit* 

c'"we r'dacef-ud*rL o'ne- I
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l,' :rol ond SpecificTroining
It is useful to conceptually distinguish between two types of training: general train-
ing that increases an individual's productivity to many employt t 

"quilly, 
and, spe-

cific training that increases an individual's productivity onty it tttr lirm in which'he
or she is currently employed.le Pure general training might include teaching an
applicant basic reading skills or teaching a would-be secretary how to typelnd
use a word-processing program. Pure specific training might include teiching a
worker how to use a machine that is unique to a single 

"*ploy"r or showing hIm

leGary Becker, Human Capital,2d ed. (NewYork: National Bureau of Economic Research, 1975),
was first to formalize this distinction. A recent refinement can be found in Margaret Stevens,,,ATheo-
reticalModelofOn-the-JobTrainingwithlmperfectCompetition," OxfordEconomicpapers46,no.4(Oc-
tober 1994): 537-562.
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or her the organization of the production process in the plant. The distinction 1--

primarily a conceptual one because most training contains aspects of both type
however, the distinction does yield some interesting insights.

Suppose, continuing our two-period model, that a firm offers genernl training t"
its employees, who have a marginal product of Mp" (and can obtain wage offer! c,r
W : MP" elsewhere). Suppose, too, that the firm incurs an initial_periJd net col;
of training equal to NEe of equation (5.8). This training increases employee mar_
ginal product to MP1(>MP*) in the subsequent period, and the firm icales iis
wages (Wr) in the subsequent period so that there is a surplus in that period who:o
present value (G) equals NEo. What will happen?

- Tl" trained employee is worth MP1 to several other firms, but is getting parl
less than MPlby the firm doing the training (so that it can obtain the requir&-su:-
plus). The employee can thus get more from some other employ"., *ho did n..n
incur training costs and thus will not demand a surplus, than he or she can g€r
from the employer offering the training. This situation is likely to induce the er.
ployee to quit after training and seek work elsewhere. Assuming all other conc-
tions of employment are the same, the firm would have to pay its employees AL-
after general training to keep them from quitting.

If firms must pay a wage equal to MP, after training, they will not be willin.{:-r
pay for general training of their employees. Either they will not offer it, or they i,,ll[
force trainees to bear the full cost of their training by paying wages that ar! lest"
than marginal product in the period of training by an imount equal to the direc
training costs (that is, NEo must equal zero).

In contrast, consider an individual who receives specific training that increases
marginal productivity with the current employer to MPl in the subsequent pe-
riod. Since the training is firm-specific, the trainee's marginal producl, in oil:r"
firms_remains at its pretraining level of MP*; therefore, the *oit the emplor*e
can obtain elsewhere is still W*. The firm that trains the worker in firm-speci::,r
sk1lls will have an incentive to offer (and at least partially puy for) the job tra::l-
ing because it can pay a wage above Wn but below MP, in the subsequent perio:i,
We explain below.

K sprcrgcIRAJN/NGAND rHE wAGEpRoFiLEr
With regard to specific training investments, firms have two related decisiorr. m,
make: how much to invest in training their employees and, if they offer trainl-q,,,
how to structure wages during and after training so that they can recoup their:r"
vestment. How much training to offer any group of employees is affected by h;w
much their productivity can be enhanced and by how likely they are to remaur
with the firm after being trained; clearly, firms are more likely to offer trainins ilurl

workers who learn efficiently and are less inclined to job-hop or to quit for so:l.,nn

other reason (to leave the labor force or to retire, for example). while some n-c:q-
ers are more likely to quit than others in any given situation, firms can also ai.;t't
pay policies that reduce their workers' quit rates, as we will see in a moment.
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To help understand how a firm offering specific training decides on the wage

stream it will offer, refer to the two-period example summarized in Figure 5.4. The

firm's workers come to it with a marginal Product of MP*, and they can obtain a

wage of W* ( : MP *) elsewhere. If they receive specific training in the first pedod
of employment, their marginal product with the firm is reduced to MPt during the

training perrod but rtbes to tk14 ell? 4) n trle posttratntngpertbd /{ow nzt/1 trle
firm sef wages in the training and posttraining periods?

In selecting its stream of wage offers, the firm must meet three conditions. First,

it must not incur wage and training expenses whose present value is larger than

that of its workers' marginal productsi that is, in maximizing profits, it must sat-

isfv equation (5.7b). Second, it must offer a wage stleam whose present value is at

least is large as that of alternative emPloyels, as indicated by equation (5.11).

Third, it must offer a posttraining wage that is high enough to discourage its
trained workers from quitting right after trainin g, for if they do, the firm's training
investments will be lost. Clearly, these conditions imply that the posttraining wage

will lie above W* (to discourage quits) but below MPr (to allow the firm to recoup

investment costs).
As we will learn in Chapter 10, quitting one job and taking another often in-

volves some costs for the employee, especially if a change of residence is involved
or if the job search process is costly in some way. If the firm believes that its work-
ers will find it relatively costly to quit after training, then it could offer a wage

stream similar to (wo, w,) in Figure 5.4, in which W1 is only slightly more than w*
and Ws is only slightly less. Put differently, if workers are not very mobile, the firm
can offer a wage profile that rises only modestly after training. ft need not be

Period 0
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much above W* to induce those workers to stay with the firm in the posttrainin=
period, which means that the firm can (and must) pay a wage closer to W* durir:
training. Note that the higher W0 is relative to MPo during training, the greater a-=
the training costs borne by the firm.

If its workers have lower costs of job changing and are therefore more likelr- -:
quit in the posttraining period, then the firm will want to force them to bear mt::
of any training costs by paying a relatively low wage during the training periLf,;.
This will allow (and require) them to pay a relatively high posttraining r.r'ar=
which will have the benefit of reducing their workers' likelihood of quitth:
Firms, then, are less willing to invest in groups of workers who are more "qu*:-
prone," and if offered, specific training is associated with a more steeply risrg
wage profile, such as the one labeled (W;, Wr') in Figure 5.4.20

From the perspective of employees, if they are paid a wage below W* duri::e
the training period, they too have an investment to "protect" in the posttraini:g
period. Just as employers can reduce employees' incentives to quit by payir,:,n
posttraining wage that is higher relative to w*, workers can obtain more prot-_-
tion from being fired after training by accepting a posttraining wage lower re*
tive to MPrIf employees bore all the costs of specific training and received all::s
returns (by receiving a posttraining wage equal to MPr), then employers r,r'o":,,c1

have no investment of their own to protect, would receive no posttraining s-:-
plus from their employees, and would not be inhibited from firing ernplor +.*s,

after training.rf employers bore all the costs, they might not be able to pay ti.=ru
employees enough in the subsequent period to guard against their quitting. tr: lo
in the mutual interest of both employers and employees, then, to share the cr'.:rs
of specific training and thereby foster a long-term employment relationship. .::s,

emphasized by Example 5.3, we expect that the presence of more job train
will be associated with employees who are more permanently attached to t:
employers.

Empirical studies measuring the wage profiles associated with on-the-job tr
ing in the United states suggest that employers bear much of the costs and r:
most of the returns. There is evidence that wages are not depressed enough :
tially to offset employers' direct costs of training,2l and there is corresponding .
idence that subsequent wage increases are much smaller than producL-,:
increases. A recent survey of employers, summarized in Figure 5.5, estimates ::
productivity increases, which generally rise with the hours of initial on-th+
training, are far larger than wage increases over a worker's first two years rr'i::
employer. Other studies that directly link the wage profiles of American wor

zoFot more theory and evidence on this issue, see Elizabeth Becker and Cotton Lindsay, "Sc: I
ferences in Tenure Profiles: Effects of Shared Firm-Specific Investment," Jo urnal of Labor Econcr,: .:

no. 1 (January 1994): 98-l 18.

'11ohn Bishop, "The Incidence of and Payoff to Employer Training,,, 41, and Margaret Stele::t
Investment Model for the Supply of General Training by Employers," Economic Journal 104 (Mar - : r.

556-570.
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EXAMPLE 5.3

Years with Current Employer

Japan United States

Men, large firms
Women, large firms
Men, small firms
Women, small firms

8.2

7.5

5.9

5.t

4.8
4.3

4.0

3.t

Clearly, Japanese workers, who are more likely to re-

ceive on-the-job training, are more "attached" to
their employers than are American workers.

SouncE: Organisation for Economic Co-Operation
and .Developm ent, Employment Outlook I 993 (Paris:

OECq 1993), Tables 4.8 and 4.9. Job tenure data for

Japan are for 1989, while tenure data for the United

States are for I 99 l. For a study that questions the

, link between job training and tuirnover in the two
countries, see David l. Levine,"|Vorth Waiting For?

Delayed Compensation,Trainin[, and Turnover in the

United States and Japan," /ou rnal of Lobor Economics

I l, no.4 (October 1993):724-752.

with the amount of
creases are relatively

training they have received find that posttraining wage in-
modest.22

22lisa Lynch, "Private-SectorTraining and the Earnings of Youngworkers," American Economic Re-

ttiew 82, no. 1 (March 1992):299-312; David Blanchflower and Lisa Lynch, "Training at\Work: A Com-
parison of U.S. and BritishYouths," in Tiaining and the Priaate Sector: International Comparisons, ed. Lisa

Lynch (Chicago: IJniversity of Chicago Press for the National Bureau of Economic Research, 1994),

233-260;IonathanVeum, "sources of Training andTheir Impact onrWages"; Alan Krueger and Cecilia

Rouse, "New Evidence onWorkplace Education," working paper no. 329, Industrial Relations Section,

Princeton lJniversity, May 1994; Harry Holzer, Richard N. Block, Marcus Cheatham, and Jack H. Knott,
"Are Training Subsidies for Firms Effective? The Michigan Experience," Industrial and Labor Relations

Review 46,no. 4 fuly 1993):625-636; Lauri Bassi, "Workplace Education for Hourly\7orkerc," Journal
of Policy Analysis and Management 13, no.1 fVinter 1994): 55 74; and Judith K. Hellerstein and David
Neumark, "Are Earnings Profiles Steeper Than Productiviry Profiles? Evidence from Israeli Firm-Level
Data," .Tournal of Human Resources 30, no.l (\Tinter 1995):89-172.

Training and JobTenure Levels
in the United States and Japan

',r1& emphasized in the text that the presence of em-

doyer training and a low employee quit rate should
go hand in hand. A lower propensity to quic among its

enrployees will induce firms to offer them more

=aining, and once having offered training, firms will
adopt compensation policies designed to reduce

u-rits.Thus,a lower quit rate is both a cause and an ef-

€ct of more employer training.
Among the developed nations of the world, Japan

sands out as offering relatively high levels of em-

doyer training while the United States offers rela-

tnety little. ln 199 I, for example, 79 percent of

Jryanese workers went through a formal employer
reining program during their first year of employ-

'rnt with a firm. as compared to only 8 percent for
A*rerican workers. (ln the Netherlands, to take a Eu-

rcpean example, the comparable percentage was I 9.)

rtr slrould not be surprising to learn, then, that the av-

erage length of time Japanese workers remain with
urdr employers is much longer than in the United
Sretes. For example, among workers between the
rges of 25 and 34, the following comparisons can be
.nn:ade:


